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DDriving past this recently 
constructed home by 
Patterson Homes in 
the west part of Ottawa, 
you’d never think that parts 
of it date back some 90 
million years.

With its traditional facade, and set among 
older brick and mortar homes on a quiet 
tree-lined street, there’s no clue to suggest 
the stone that clads portions of this particular 
house was formed when prehistoric shells 
and corals were compacted and compressed 
during the Cretaceous Period. Continued on page 32

A shimmering chandelier cascades down in a sunlit breakfast nook. 
Because this room stirs up memories of his own childhood home, 
where family members gathered for meals in a similar space, the 
homeowner shared that this was his favourite room in the house. 
OPPOSITE: Clad in Jerusalem stone, the interior wall of the two-storey 
foyer connects and continues from the home’s exterior.
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ABOVE: A unique feature of the house, according to the homeowner, is the crown moulding crafted on site in plaster by Nevado Plaster, showcased here across the 
back of the house. BELOW LEFT: Adjacent to the appliance galley, a pantry is tucked away behind a pocket door and can also be entered through the mudroom, which 
offers access to the garage. BELOW RIGHT: Ash floors in Gingerbread, by Ontario-based Gaylord Hardwood Flooring, gleam in the late afternoon light. OPPOSITE 
TOP: Imparting ample light while still preserving privacy, a second-storey foyer window echoes the transom window over the Ostaco double-door system from Bowen 
Windows. LEFT: In this open floor plan, the kitchen’s oversize island provides an anchor in the large area containing the dining area, family room and breakfast nook. 

This same type of stone was then used 
in construction for more than 3,000 years in 
Jerusalem – and more recently, quarried from 
ancient mines still in operation, loaded into 
a shipping container and transported to our 
nation’s capital.

The homeowner was introduced to 
Jerusalem stone – the name applied to the 
various types of pale limestone, dolomite and 
dolomitic limestone quarried in the Jerusalem 
area – a few years previously, during a trip 
to that city. It’s impossible to overlook it: 
following municipal laws, all buildings in 
Jerusalem are faced with this local stone, 
which comes in a variety of colours and 
characteristics. After he determined the 
material was a suitable construction material 
for Canadian building practices (the stone is 

extremely dense) and would easily withstand 
the extremes in temperature encountered 
throughout our four seasons, the homeowner 
ordered one single shipping container to be 
delivered – more specifically, 22 metric tonnes.

With a design conceived in partnership 
with Alex Diaz, principal of the 
award-winning design firm Art House 
Developments, the homeowners partnered 
with Mark Patterson of Patterson Homes 
and Simpli-Fi Homes to build a home for 
their young family that offered balance on 
many different levels. Between the transitional 
exterior, combined with a modern interior – 
Ostaco Windows from Bowen Windows 
that still allow the homeowners to maintain 
a certain degree of privacy, and hard, solid 
stone used in conjunction with transparent, 

Continued on page 34
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LEFT: With one wall 
clad in Jerusalem 
stone, the powder 
room has a charming 
old-world aesthetic. 
Tucked away as it is in 
a passageway off the 
mudroom, the room 
doesn’t clash with the 
modern design found 
throughout the rest 
of the home. BELOW: 
Open risers lighten the 
look of thick treads in 
this custom-designed 
stairwell made of oak 
by Accurate Stairs and 
Railings. A vertical 
window emphasizes 
the height of the 
stairwell, which goes 
from the lower level, 
through the main level,  
to the upper level.

refractive glass – there’s a lot of yin and yang going on with this house.
The Jerusalem stone provides the continuum between the exterior 

and the interior, as it traverses from the exterior facade into the inside 
entry. There, rising up into the two-storey space, it catches the eye 
with its creamy white hue shot through here and there with light 
and dark brown veins. Sunlight draws out a soft glint from the stone, 
creating a facade that’s ever-changing throughout the day as the sun 
moves across the sky or with movement through the area and into the 
main living space.

As much of the stone as possible was used in different applications 
around the home – for the fireplace installed by The Fireplace 

Center & Patio Shop and a back wall in the lower level theatre room 
– with the remainder donated to a house of worship under construction 
in New Hampshire.

“We allowed for 10 to 15 per cent waste, which is normal,” the 
homeowner says. “What we didn’t take into account was that the 
mortar would make up more than 10 per cent of the wall surface. So 
we had leftover.”

The Jerusalem stone ties in with the modern look of the interior of 
the home, where glass and wood abound. Working with Lisa Poirier of 
Westyle Interior Design, the homeowners created a large open plan 
for public areas located on the ground level. Dark flooring by Gaylord 

Hardwood Flooring is the canvas throughout the dining area, family 
room and kitchen and adjacent breakfast nook. Anchoring the space is a 
substantial island by Atelier Louis L’Artisan Inc., who also supplied 
the kitchen cabinets. Lit by pendant lights over the island as well as 
the breakfast nook from Living Lighting Ottawa, and pot lights 
elsewhere, the space provides ample room for the family to congregate 
as well as entertain.

Indeed, family played an important role in the creation of this 
home, with even the youngest members being involved in the process. 
The homeowner says that their daughter tossed 18 pennies into the 
foundation when it was poured, for good luck, on the suggestion of 

Continued on page 36

Framed by Jerusalem stone, the fireplace, from The 
Fireplace Center & Patio Shop warms the family room 
on cold winter nights. 
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a good friend and neighbour. And it was through other 
suggestions, offered by family members, that many of the 
unique features found throughout the home came about. 
A mudroom, accessed from the two-car garage, opens to 
a passageway containing a powder room to one side and 
a pantry to the other, allowing groceries to be put away 
immediately before sliding the pocket door open to step 
into the kitchen. 

Upstairs, a linen closet straddles the space between 
the laundry room on one side, and the en suite, with its 
Mondeau fixtures, on the other. Each side sports doors to 

A corner soaker tub from Mondeau holds centre court 
in the spacious en suite, from which an expansive 
walk-in closet can be accessed (a second walk-in 
closet is entered from the master bedroom). ABOVE: 
Concealed behind cupboard doors tucked in between 
the step-in shower and the water closet, a linen closet 
opens to reveal the laundry room on the other side.

A linen closet makes 
good use of the wal l 
space between the en 
suite and the upper 
level laundry room.

Continued on page 38
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conceal the novelty, where clothing and towels are sorted before being 
laundered and then stored away.

The homeowner says that even though there was a great working 
relationship with Patterson Homes on the project, the construction 
process was at times a little overwhelming.

“Every step of the way was a learning experience,” the homeowner 
says. “For example, we thought there would be some risk in the cutting 
of the stone, but the quality of the cuts was fantastic. The challenge 
was to come up with a formula for the mortar to match the stone,” 
explaining that in North America, standard colours of the material lean 
more toward the grey spectrum. When used with the creamy Jerusalem 
stone, the mortar stood out more than the stone itself, which was not a 
look the homeowner wanted. “We experimented making up different 
batches to get the colour right, which was quite time consuming, 
because you have to mix the mortar, then wait for a couple of hours 
until it dries before you can see the actual colour. It took about 30 
batches before we got the perfect formula.”

But challenges such as these are all in a day’s work for Mark 
Patterson, who has been building distinctive custom homes for more 
than two decades.

“My job is to take what people dream up and put on paper, and make 
it a reality,” Mark says. “The challenge for me is to take somebody’s 
intent and make it a physical reality so that it actually looks like 
something that the homeowners intended, on the drawing.”  OH

This radio-control led model airplane, f lown 
by the homeowner when he was a youth, was 
embel lished by the homeowners’ children and 
now hangs in the playroom on the lower level.

FAR LEFT: Outfitted 
with Mondeau 
bath fixtures, the 
main bathroom on 
the second floor is 
designated for the 
younger members of 
the family. LEFT: The 
decorative coffered 
ceiling in the home 
office located on 
the main level was 
designed by the 
homeowner himself. 
BELOW: A work in 
progress, the home 
theatre features 
one wall clad in 
Jerusalem stone.

Since 1989 Patterson Homes has built custom homes and helped clients 
fulfill their renovation goals. Our tradespeople are professional and 
flexible for those last minute changes which leads to a positive building 
experience! 

mark@pattersonhomes.ca  613.850.6275  www.pattersonhomes.ca

What is your Renovation Goal? 

MIRROR
WORKSInc.

www.mirrorworks.com  |  sales@mirrorworks.com
613-746-4245

GLASS & MIRRORS  •   GLASS SHOWER ENCLOSURES
GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS  •   SLIDING CLOSET DOORS

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

VESCA
BRIL L IANCE BY HANDSWAROVSKI-LIGHTING.COM

VA8322-48A
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1742 Bank St.

(At Alta Vista Dr.)

Tel: (613) 521-0234

1600 Merivale Rd.

(At Meadowlands Dr.)

Tel: (613) 224-7817

2172 Robertson Rd.

(Bells Corners)

Tel: (613) 828-1177

Visit us Online!
www.LivingLightingOttawa.com
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